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On the use of the derivative of electroglottographic signals
for characterization of nonpathological phonation
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Electroglottography is a common method for providing noninvasive measurements of glottal
activity. The derivative of the electroglottographic signal, however, has not attracted much attention,
although it yields reliable indicators of glottal closing instants. The purpose of this paper is to
provide a guide to the usefulness of this signal. The main features that are to be found in this signal
are presented on the basis of an extensive analysis of a database of items sung by 18 trained singers.
Glottal opening and closing instants are related to peaks in the signal; the latter can be used to
measure glottal parameters such as fundamental frequency and open quotient. In some cases, peaks
are doubled or imprecise, which points to special~but by no means uncommon! glottal
configurations. A correlation-based algorithm for the automatic measurement of fundamental
frequency and open quotient using the derivative of electroglottographic signals is proposed. It is
compared to three other electroglottographic-based methods with regard to the measurement of open
quotient in inverse-filtered derived glottal flow. It is shown that agreement with the glottal-flow
measurements is much better than most threshold-based measurements in the case of sustained
sounds. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1646401#

PACS numbers: 43.75.Yy, 43.70.Jt, 43.75.Rs@SM# Pages: 1321–1332
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electroglottography~EGG!, invented by Fabre in 1956
~Fabre, 1957, 1958, 1959, 1961!, is a common, widesprea
technique that enables the investigation of vocal-fold con
area in phonation in an easy and noninvasive way. A hi
frequency modulated current (F.1 MHz) is sent through
the neck of the subject, as shown in Fig. 1. Between
electrodes, electrical admittance varies with the vibrat
movements of the vocal folds, increasing as the vocal fo
increase in contact. For a more detailed review, we refer
reader to Childers and Krishnamurthy~1985!, Colton and
Conture~1990!, and Orlikoff ~1998!.

In order to analyze the EGG signal, several compara
studies have been conducted using stroboscopic photogr
~Fourcin, 1974; Lecluseet al., 1975; Pedersen, 1977; Tean
and Fourcin, 1980!, videostroboscopy~Anastaplo and Kar-
nell, 1988; Karnell, 1989!, high-speed cinematography~Baer
et al., 1983a; Childerset al., 1990; Childers and Krishna
murthy, 1985; Childers and Larar, 1984; Childerset al.,
1983b, 1984!, photoglottography~Baeret al., 1983a,b; Berke
et al., 1987; Dejonckere, 1981; Gerratet al., 1988; Kitzing,
1977, 1983; Kitzinget al., 1982; Titzeet al., 1984!, subglot-
tal pressure measurements~Kitzing et al., 1982! and inverse
filtering ~Childerset al., 1983b; Fourcin, 1981; Rothenber
1981; Rothenberg and Mahshie, 1988!. All of these studies

a!Electronic mail: henrich@lam.jussieu.fr
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confirm that the EGG signal is related to the vocal-fold co
tact area: the larger the contact surface, the larger the m
sured admittance. Lecluse and Brocaar~1977! and Childers
and Krishnamurthy~1985! have proposed a schematic d
scription of the EGG signal during one glottal period pr
duced by laryngeal mechanism 1 on the basis of comparis
with glottal visualization~we refer the reader to the Appen
dix for details concerning laryngeal mechanisms and the
minology used in this paper!. We can draw on their observa
tions to provide a schematic description of the EGG signa
the case of laryngeal mechanisms 1 and 2, as shown in
2.

During a vocal-fold vibratory cycle, the correspondin
EGG signal can be described by four main phases.

a–c: Closing phase. Contact is initiated along the low
margins of the vocal folds~a to b!, then propagating to
the upper margins~b to c!. As closing is generally
faster than opening, this phase is characterized by a s
slope in the EGG signal. The instant of maximum slo
can be found atb, which corresponds to a strong pos
tive peak in the derivative of the EGG signal~DEGG
signal!.

c–d: Closed phase. The vocal folds are in full conta
preventing air from passing through the glottis. T
slight increase and decrease observed in the signal c
be due to the elastic collision of tissue~Childers and
Krishnamurthy, 1985!.
1321321/12/$20.00 © 2004 Acoustical Society of America
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d–f: Opening phase. The lower margins of the vocal fo
begin to separate gradually~d to e!, followed by sepa-
ration along the upper margins~e to f!. The instant of
maximum slope can be found ate, which corresponds
to the negative peak in the DEGG signal.

f–a: Open phase. The vocal folds are apart. A relativ
flat signal is observed, as there is little variation in t
admittance.

The closing and opening phases are illustrated in Fig
by simultaneous visualization of high-speed images,1 the cor-
responding electroglottographic signal, and its derivat
during nonpathological male phonation~mechanism 1,f 0

5110 Hz). The physiological correlates of the peaks o
served on the DEGG signal inb ~‘‘closing peak’’! and e
~‘‘opening peak’’! were mainly studied by Childerset al.,
using simultaneous and synchronized measurements of E
and DEGG signals, inverse-filtered derived glottal flow a
glottal area measured from ultrahigh-speed cinematogra
~Childers et al., 1990; Childers and Krishnamurthy, 198
Childers and Larar, 1984; Childerset al., 1983a,b!, along
with a theoretical study of the relation between the EG
DEGG signals and the glottal contact area calculated fro
physical model~Childerset al., 1986!. In the case of non-
pathological productions, they showed that these peaks
related to the instants of glottal opening and closing, defi
as the instants of initialization and termination of glottal ar

FIG. 1. Principle of an electroglottograph~EGG!, using the ‘‘vocal fold
contact area’’~VFCA! convention in which the EGG signal is represented
a function of vocal-fold contact.
1322 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004 Hen
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variation. But, this is only valid for a normal male voice
mechanism 1. A special case was brought to light by th
authors: in the case of a mucus strand bridging the glo
during the opening phase, the opening peak occurs at
instant when the mucus strand breaks, rather than at the
stant of glottal opening. Colton and Conture~1990! showed
that the presence of a mucus bridge affected the EGG si
but also the inverse-filtered glottal flow. The glottal flo
does not increase much until the mucus strand breaks,
thus the opening peak occurs when glottal flow starts to
crease greatly.

Other studies confirmed these results. Berkeet al.
~1987! made simultaneous measurements of EGG, pho
glottography, subglottal pressure, and stroboscopic photo
phy ‘‘ in vivo’’ in dogs, and they observed that slope vari
tions in the EGG signal were correlated with the opening
the vocal folds along their upper margin and with the co
plete closure of the lower margin. Anastaplo and Karn
~1988! obtained similar results concerning the glottal ope

FIG. 2. Illustration of a glottal duty cycle as seen on an EGG and a DE
signal.~1!–~3! closing phase;~3!–~4! closed phase;~4!–~6! opening phase;
~6!–~1!: open phase. As a comparison, one glottal flow period is presen
us
ic
e
l

r-
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-
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FIG. 3. Visualization of the closing
and opening phases by simultaneo
high-speed and electroglottograph
recordings. Vertical bars indicate th
moment in time at which the visua
image occurs with respect to the EGG
and DEGG signals. This example co
responds to a nonpathological ma
phonation in mechanism 1, withf 0

5110 Hz. The EGG sampling fre-
quency is 44 444 Hz and the high
speed camera sampling frequency
3704 frames/s.
rich et al.: On the use of the derivative of electroglottographic signals
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ing instant, using EGG and synchronized videostrobosc
in 4 subjects~2 males, 2 females!. By comparing EGG, pho-
toglottographic, and inverse-filtered derived glottal flow
V–C–V samples, Cranen~1991! showed that DEGG peak
were related to the peaks observed in the derivative of p
toglottographic signals and to the opening and closing
stants measured on the glottal flow and its derivative.

On the substantial basis of these studies, DEGG pe
may be considered as reliable indicators of glottal open
and closing instants, the latter being defined by referenc
the glottal flow, as the instants when the flow starts to
crease greatly from the baseline~opening! and decrease
greatly to the baseline~closing!. As glottal closing is usually
abrupt, the closing peak is often very strong and precise.
opening can be less precise, which is reflected in a wea
opening peak. This may explain the reservations expres
by Baken~1992! on the use of these peaks as a measure
glottal opening instant.

The first part of the present study offers a character
tion of DEGG signals from an extensive database of
trained singers. The recording procedure is briefly presen
in Sec. II A; its main features are brought out in Sec. II B a
discussed in Sec. II C.

The second part of this study concerns the use of DE
signals for the measurement of fundamental frequency
open quotient. This is one major application of the detect
of glottal closing and opening instants. The duration betw
two consecutive glottal closing instants corresponds to a
damental period; its inverse gives the fundamental freque
of the voice. In the same manner, the duration between
glottal opening instant and the consecutive glottal clos
instant corresponds to the open time. The open quotient
then be derived from these two measures as the ratio betw
open time and fundamental period.

In the literature, the main electroglottographic-bas
methods for detecting the glottal closing and opening
stants use the EGG signal and not its derivative. As ill
trated by cases~a! and ~b! in Fig. 4, a threshold method i
generally applied~Rothenberg and Mahshie, 1988!: a level
line is chosen either as a percentage of the amplitude
tween the minimum and maximum of the signal over a gl

FIG. 4. Illustration of four methods for measuring the open quotient~or its
equivalent, the closed quotient! on an EGG signal and its derivative:~a! on
the EGG signal using a threshold detection~35% of the difference between
the minimum and maximum value of the signal over a glottal period!; ~b!
same method as~a! with a threshold of 50%;~c! in combining an EGG-
based threshold method~3/7! with a detection of glottal closing instants o
the DEGG signal;~d! on the DEGG signal by the detection of opening a
closing peaks.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004 Henrich et
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tal period~50% for a normal to pressed voice and 35% fo
relaxed voice!. The crossing points between the level lin
and the EGG signal are approximated as the instants of g
tal closing and opening, and these are used for the o
quotient measurement. These methods are very conven
for medical purposes, as they are robust and can be app
even on noisy or weak signals. Nevertheless, the result
such methods are by their nature imprecise and can be i
curate, as compared to what would be measured on a gl
area signal or on a glottal flow signal~Rothenberg and Mahs
hie, 1988!.

An improvement over such a method has recently b
proposed by Howard@Howard ~1995!; Howard et al.
~1990!#: using the DEGG closing peak for detecting the glo
tal closing instant, and an EGG-based threshold method
detecting the glottal opening instant. This is illustrated
case~c! in Fig. 4. This method should give more accura
results, because of reliable detection of the glottal clos
instants. In the present study, we propose a method base
the DEGG signals only, in the case of precise opening
closing peaks. This correlation-based method is describe
Sec. III. The measurements of open quotient made on E
DEGG, and glottal-flow signals are compared and discus
in Sec. III D.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE DEGG SIGNALS
EXTRACTED FROM A SINGING DATABASE

A. Material

A corpus of sung items designed for the purpose of op
quotient measurements was recorded by 18 trained sing
The singers were classically trained and most of them w
professional singers, insofar as they earn their living fro
singing. Seven were baritones~subjects B1 to B7!, 2 were
tenors~T1 and T2!, 3 were countertenors~CT1 to CT3!, 3
were mezzosopranos~MS1 to MS3!, and 3 were soprano
~S1 to S3!. The database comprises several parts; the pre
study only draws on the part where the singers were aske
produce glissandos, crescendos, and sustained vowels
different pitches and at different loudness levels. Three vo
els were used:~French! @a#, @e#, and@u#. When necessary, th
singers were asked to indicate in which mechanism~M1 or
M2! they were singing.

The singers were placed in a soundproof booth. T
acoustic and electroglottographic signals were recorded
multaneously on the two channels of a DAT recorder~POR-
TADAT PDR1000!, with a sampling frequency of 44.1 or 4
kHz. A two-channel electroglottograph@EG2, Rothenberg
~1992!# was used for the electroglottographic recordings. T
low-frequency cutoff was set to 20 Hz and no hig
frequency limit was applied. The technical computing en
ronmentMATLAB was used for digital signal processing.

More details about the recording procedure, the subje
and the tasks which are not relevant for the understandin
this study are presented in a subsequent paper concernin
results of open quotient measurements in singing~Henrich
et al., submitted!.
1323al.: On the use of the derivative of electroglottographic signals
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B. Main features

Visual exploration of the database revealed that a DE
signal presents recurrent features that can easily be ca
rized. These categories will now be defined and illustra
through typical examples. A major distinction is made b
tween the cases where both opening and closing peaks
well defined and the cases where one~or both! is not well
defined.

1. Well-defined peaks

Typical cases when the opening and closing peaks
precisely defined are shown in Fig. 5.

Cases~a! and ~b! correspond to voiced productions
mechanism 1. They are taken from crescendos sung by
baritones~subjects B2 and B4!. A long closed phase is no
ticeable~relative to the fundamental period!, represented by
the distance between two successive vertical broken li
Cases~c! and~d! correspond to voiced production in mech
nism 2. They are extracted from crescendos sung by
sopranos~subjects S2 and S3!. The closed phase is shortene
as compared to the previous examples.

The laryngeal mechanism differences can be seen in
shape of both the EGG and DEGG signals. The EGG sig
is usually more rounded and symmetrical in mechanism
The corresponding DEGG signal presents less abrupt pe
The amplitude of the closing peak is comparable to tha
the opening peak, whereas in mechanism 1, the closing p
is much stronger than the opening peak.

2. Double or imprecise peaks

Typical cases where the opening or closing peaks
double or imprecise are presented in Fig. 6. The obser
features can be divided into three main categories: impre
opening peaks, double closing peaks, and double ope
peaks.

FIG. 5. Typical examples of two-period EGG and DEGG signals, extrac
from the singing voice database. In these cases, the opening and cl
peaks are precisely defined. Case~a!: subject B2, vowel@u#, C4 ~260 Hz!;
Case~b!: subject B4, vowel@e#, E4 ~330 Hz!; Case~c!: subject S2, vowel
@a#, A4 ~440 Hz!; Case~d!: subject S3, vowel@a#, C6 ~1040 Hz!.
1324 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004 Hen
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The first typical case is the absence or imprecision of
opening peak, as illustrated at the top of Fig. 6. In case~e!,
no opening peak is detected. In case~f!, numerous peaks ca
be observed, none of them standing out clearly. Such lac
precision, which was often observed with regard to the op
ing peaks, was not found in the case of closing peaks in
present material.

Either the closing peak is extremely precise and uniq
as we have seen previously, or there are two visible peak
illustrated in Fig. 6 for cases~g! and~h!. The latter phenom-
enon, hereafter called ‘‘double closing peak,’’ can also
found at opening, as illustrated in cases~i! and ~j!, although
‘‘double opening peaks’’ are less strong and less close
each other than ‘‘double closing peaks.’’ In cases~g! and~i!,
both peaks have the same amplitude, whereas the peak
plitude differs greatly in cases~h! and~j!. It should be noted
that the opening or closing peaks are seldom tripled or q
drupled.

3. Occurrences

What is the proportion of precise single peaks as co
pared to imprecise or double peaks? Occurrences of si
opening peaks and single closing peaks were measure
applying an automatic method for single peak detection~see
further description in Sec. III!. Table I presents the results a
a percentage of the voiced measures, 100% meaning
only precise peaks were detected during the voicing part
0% meaning that not a single precise peak was found.

d
ing

FIG. 6. Typical examples of two-period EGG and DEGG signals, where
opening or closing peaks are double or imprecise. Case~e!: subject MS2,
vowel @a#, F3#~185 Hz!; Case~f!: subject B2, vowel@u#, C4 ~260 Hz!; Case
~g!: subject CT3, vowel@a#, E4 ~330 Hz!; Case~h!: subject S2, vowel@a#,
A4 ~440 Hz!; Case~i!: subject B4, vowel@a#, G3 ~196 Hz!; Case~j!: subject
B6, vowel @a#, B3 ~245 Hz!.
rich et al.: On the use of the derivative of electroglottographic signals
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TABLE I. Detection of single closing peaks (Nc51) and single opening peaks (No51), expressed as a percentage of the voiced measures. The third
gives the percentage of the voiced measures for which the closing and the opening peaks were detected as single.
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These results indicate that the double-peak feature is
uncommon, for opening as well as for closing. The rate
single closing peaks ranges from 16%~baritone B7! to 90%
~soprano S3! and the rate of single opening peaks from 19
~baritone B7! to 82% ~soprano S2!. Except for two singers
~B7 and CT3!, there are more single closing peaks th
single opening peaks. As an extreme example, only 8%
the peaks detected for baritone B7 were single at both op
ing and closing.

It appears that for a given singer, peak doubling may
consistently associated with either soft or loud producti
and with either low or high pitches. As an example, case~f!
in Fig. 6 and case~a! in Fig. 5 are extracted from the sam
crescendo sung by baritone B2. The onset of the crescen
characterized by imprecise opening peaks; this imprecis
disappears when the singer sings loudly. Another examp
given by case~c! in Fig. 5 and case~h! in Fig. 6, which are
extracted from a crescendo sung by soprano S2. In this c
the increase in vocal intensity is accompanied by a doub
of closing peaks. No evidence was found, however, rela
the double-peak feature in any general way to a chang
fundamental frequency or vocal intensity. Variability acro
singers was found to be rather large, e.g., opening peak
bling is related to an increase of vocal intensity for sing
B3, B4, and T2 and to a decrease of vocal intensity for si
ers B2, CT2, and S1.

C. Discussion

These results highlight the difficulty of using the DEG
signal to detect the closing and opening instants. This ma
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004 Henrich et
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part of the reason why this signal is not more widely used
the literature. Nevertheless, these difficulties should not p
vent its use, as the DEGG signal provides an accurate de
tion of glottal opening and closing instants, at least in t
case of single peaks. Moreover, these peaks may offer vi
clues to some characteristic features of the vocal folds’
bratory movement. This hypothesis will be illustrated belo
by the analysis of the transition between laryngeal mec
nisms.

1. Visualization of the laryngeal mechanism transition
on the DEGG signal

The studies conducted by Askenfeltet al. ~1980!; Kitz-
ing ~1982!; Lecluse ~1977!; Lecluse and Brocaar~1977!;
Roubeau~1993!; Roubeau and Castellengo~1993!; Roubeau
et al. ~1987! have shown that a transition between laryng
mechanisms affects the amplitude and shape of an EGG
nal. A rapid change in shape occurs within two voiced pe
ods ~Roubeauet al., 1987; Svecet al., 1999!, whereas am-
plitude changes more slowly within about 130–150 m
~Roubeauet al., 1987!. A loss of pitch control is often ob-
served ~Miller, 2000; Roubeauet al., 1987; Svecet al.,
1999!. These amplitude variations can also be seen on
DEGG signals, as illustrated in Fig. 7. Thus, observation o
DEGG signal can complement that of an EGG signal for
detection of laryngeal mechanism transitions. Moreover,
slight changes in shape can be seen more easily on
DEGG than on the EGG signal. Figure 7~b! shows the tran-
sition from mechanism 1 to mechanism 2 and the bott
panels ~c! zoom in on two periods before the transitio
is-

lis-

r

st
FIG. 7. EGG and DEGG signals, in the case of a gl
sando sung by the baritone B6. The top panel~a! pre-
sents the shape of both signals over the whole g
sando. The transitions between mechanism 1~M1! and
mechanism 2~M2! correspond to the instants of majo
amplitude change~around 3 s for M1 to M2 transition
and 5 s for M2 to M1 transition!. The middle panel~b!
highlights the first transition~M1–M2! and the bottom
panels~c! present several EGG and DEGG periods ju
before~1!, during ~2!, and just after~3! the transition.
1325al.: On the use of the derivative of electroglottographic signals
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@panel c~1!#, on a few periods during the transition@panel
c~2!#, and on two periods after the transition@panel c~3!#.
Right before the transition@panel c~1!#, both the closing and
opening peaks are doubled. During the transition@panel
c~2!#, the amplitude of one peak decreases, whereas the
plitude of the other increases. This can be observed for
closing peaks as well as for the opening peaks. After
transition @panel c~3!#, both closing and opening peaks a
single and the characteristic shape of a DEGG signa
mechanism 2 is observed.

The transition from mechanism 2 to mechanism 1 p
sents the same features in reverse succession, as sho
Fig. 8: single peaks in mechanism 2, doubling and amplit
change during the transition, and double peaks in mechan
1. The analysis of the glissandos in the whole database
veals that these features are neither ‘‘singer-specific’’~spe-
cific to this individual! nor a common characteristic found
any transition between laryngeal mechanisms.

It is clear from this example that a DEGG signal c
highlight tiny changes in shape that would have gone un
ticed in the EGG signal. For instance, if the transition b
tween laryngeal mechanisms appears to be very sudde~a
couple of periods! when looking at the amplitude of the EG
and DEGG signals, the peak changes over several per
indicate that there may be some slower adjustments in
vocal-fold contact process. These observations call for
search combining electroglottography with some kind of
sualization. A characterization of DEGG features using hi
speed cinematography is currently under way. At present,
following preliminary hypothesis to explain the double-pe
feature is proposed.

2. Hypothesis for explaining double peaks

It is speculated that the double-peak feature observe
a DEGG signal is related to either a difference in how op
ing ~or closing! takes place over the thickness of the voc
folds or to a time-lag opening~or closing! at two different
parts of the glottis. A time-lag opening over the length of t
glottis was observed by Karnell~1989!, who compared syn-
chronized videostroboscopy and electroglottography. For
subject, glottis-anterior opening occurred before poste
opening; for another, posterior opening occurred first. Th

FIG. 8. The second transition~M2–M1! located around 5 s corresponding to
the case of the glissando sung by the baritone B6 presented in Fig. 7.
1326 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004 Hen
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glottal opening behaviors are not uncommon, having a
been observed by Anastaplo and Karnell~1988! and recently
by Hess and Ludwigs~2000!. They could be related to voice
quality: according to Hess and Ludwigs~2000!, a relaxed
voice would be produced with a posterior-to-anterior ope
ing, whereas a pressed voice would rather be produced
an anterior-to-posterior opening. This corresponds to exp
tations, as arytenoid tension is greater in the case of pre
phonation, preventing the air from passing through the p
terior part, whereas the posterior part of the glottis is n
firmly closed during relaxed phonation~it can even be
slightly open, as in the case of a glottal chink!.

The double-peak feature is illustrated in Fig. 9, by
multaneous visualization of high-speed images and elec
glottographic signal at voice onset. The data come from
same male phonation previously used to describe the clo
and opening phases. The first closing peak correspond
vocal-fold contact over two-thirds of the glottis length,
shown on the four top images. A glottal chink remains in t
posterior part of the glottis. The second closing peak see
to be related to the closing of this glottal chink, as shown
the four bottom images.

D. Conclusion

These data warrant the assertion that DEGG signals
vide information on glottal opening and closing for M1 an
M2. These features may be related to some propertie
vocal-fold contact that call for an extensive study that wou
combine this signal with other means of exploration such
high-speed visualization and glottal-flow estimation. Wh
the peaks observed on the DEGG signal are single, they

FIG. 9. Visualization of a double peak by simultaneous high-speed
electroglottographic recordings. Vertical bars indicate the moment in tim
which the visual image occurs with respect to the EGG and DEGG sign
This example corresponds to the voice onset~bottom panel! of a nonpatho-
logical male phonation in mechanism 1, withf 05110 Hz. The EGG sam-
pling frequency is 44 444 Hz and the high-speed camera sampling frequ
is 3704 frames/s.
rich et al.: On the use of the derivative of electroglottographic signals
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be related to the instants of glottal opening and closing
that case, they can be used to measure fundamental
quency and open quotient. A method for such measurem
is described in the following section.

III. MEASUREMENTS OF FUNDAMENTAL
FREQUENCY AND OPEN QUOTIENT ON A DEGG
SIGNAL

A. Introduction

In the previous section, it has been shown that
DEGG signal can present precise single peaks at glo
opening instants. In such a case, it can be assumed th
method which would take these peaks into account sho
give more accurate open quotient measurements than
threshold-based method. In Sec. III B, a new DEGG-ba
method~DECOM method! is proposed that can be applied
the case of quasisteady voiced sounds. The performan
compared to the above-mentioned methods in Sec. III D.

B. A DEGG-based method: DECOM

As illustrated in Fig. 10, the easiest way to measure
fundamental period and the open quotient using a DE
signal consists of detecting the maxima located abov
given positive threshold and the minima located below
given negative threshold. This threshold can be chosen
percentage of the maximum~respectively, minimum! ampli-
tude of the windowed signal.

This method yields good results when the closing a
opening peaks are very precise. When the opening peak
less precise, it can no longer be applied. Thus, a more g
eral and robust method which is based on the determina
of peak distance by correlation was developed: the DEC
method. The designation DECOM comes from ‘‘DEg
Correlation-based method for Open quotient Measureme
This method is rooted in the standard methods for fundam
tal frequency estimation of a voiced signal.

The principle of the DECOM method is to measure fu
damental frequency and open quotient using a correlat
based method to estimate the distance between two cons
tive closing peaks and the distance between an opening

FIG. 10. Direct detection of closing and opening peaks by using a thresh
The values of the fundamental periodT0 and the open quotientOq can be
derived directly from the peak detection.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004 Henrich et
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and the consecutive closing peak. The corresponding a
rithm is presented in Fig. 11. A step-by-step description f
lows.

1. Frame selection

The selected frames are four periods long, assuming
the fundamental period is already known. During the ana
sis process, an approximate value of the fundamental pe
can be deduced from the preceding frame. If not, as in
case of voicing onset or absence of voicing, the rectang
window has a fixed length of 40 ms for male voice and
ms for female voice. The analysis step is two fundamen
periods or 5 ms if the fundamental period is unknown.

2. Division of the signal into positive and negative
parts

The signal is separated into two parts: a positive partSc ,
which contains information concerning glottal closing pea
and a negative partSo , which contains information concern
ing glottal opening peaks. The signalSc is derived from the
original signal by replacing any negative value by zero.
the same way, the signalSo is derived from the original
signal by replacing positive values by zero. Moreover, it
inverted, resulting in a positive signal. The original sign
can then be reconstructed as the difference between the
signals:Soriginal5Sc2So .

ld.

FIG. 11. Schematic description of the algorithm for the measuremen
fundamental frequency (f 0) and open quotient (Oq). In addition, an auto-
matic detection of the number of peaks at closing (npeakclosing! and at
opening (npeakopening! is performed.
1327al.: On the use of the derivative of electroglottographic signals
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3. Fundamental frequency measurement

A normalized biased autocorrelation function is calc
lated on signalSc . The fundamental period is given by th
position of the first maximum, which corresponds to the tim
between two consecutive closing peaks. The maxima of
autocorrelation function are detected as the inflection po
for which the first derivative’s sign inverts from positive
negative. Only the inflection points whose amplitude
above a given threshold of 50% of the maximal inflecti
points amplitude are selected, and the first of these poin
kept as the first maximum of the autocorrelation function
should be noted that no subharmonic error is likely to occ
i.e., a false selection of higher-order maxima, because of
quasi-impulsive form of signalSc , which implies that the
first maximum always has the maximal amplitude.

A criterion for discrimination between voiced and u
voiced parts is applied. The amplitude of the detected m
mum of the normalized autocorrelation function is compa
to a threshold value, empirically set at 0.5. If the amplitu
value is less than the threshold value, the frame is consid
to correspond to an unvoiced part,f 0 andOq are set to zero,
and the algorithm stops. If the amplitude is greater than
threshold value, the frame is considered to correspond
voiced part. The measurement of the fundamental perio
refined by applying a cubic-spline interpolation between fi
samples chosen around the first maximum of the autoco
lation function. The interpolation step is related to the unc
tainty DT0 of T0 measurement. The uncertaintyD f 0 of f 0

depends on the uncertainty ofT0 by: D f 0 / f 05DT0 /T0 .
Thus, a given uncertaintyD f 0 of f 0 measurement require
the uncertainty ofT0 to beDT05D f 0 / f 0

2. The interpolation
step is chosen so that the uncertainty off 0 is 0.5 Hz and is
calculated using an approximated value off 0 .

4. Open quotient measurement

A normalized biased intercorrelation function is calc
lated between signalsSo andSc . The first maximum of this
function corresponds to the time between an opening p
and the consecutive closing peak. It is detected in the s
way as in the case of the autocorrelation function, but o
the inflection points whose amplitudes are above a gi
threshold of 80% of the maximal inflection points amplitu
are now selected. If we noteT1 , the corresponding time, th
open quotientOq can be deduced from this time and th
previous measure of fundamental periodT0 by: Oq

5T1 /T0 . The uncertainty ofOq depends on the uncertaint
of T1 andT0 by: DOq /Oq5(DT1 /T1)1(DT0 /T0). As pre-
viously done for thef 0 measurement, the measurement
refined by applying a cubic-spline interpolation between fi
samples chosen around the first maximum of the interco
lation function. The interpolation step is chosen to be eq
to the one calculated forf 0 measurement, which implies tha
DT15DT0 . As T15OqT0 , DOq5(DT0 /T0)(11Oq)
,2(DT0 /T0)52(D f 0 / f 0). For the considered frequenc
range (f 0>100 Hz), the uncertainty ofOq is less than 0.01
1328 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004 Hen
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5. Automatic detection of peak doubling

The final part of the algorithm is dedicated to the au
matic detection of double or undefined peaks. As illustra
in Fig. 12, a biased intercorrelation function is calculat
between the signal to be analyzed~either Sc or So) and a
synthetic signal of identical length and period, composed
Gaussian-modulated sinusoidal pulses. The pulses are g
by the following equation:

y~ t !5e2~p2t2!/@2 ln~2!* ~1/BW f0!# cos~2p f 0t !.

The fractional bandwidthBW is chosen to be equal to 40 Hz
so that the Gaussian pulses are very narrow as compare
the fundamental period. Thus, this synthetic signal is sim
to an Sc signal for which the peaks would be very precis
The detection is made over a window of lengthT0 , centered
on the first maximum. Only the maxima which are locat
above a given threshold are taken into account, to allow
peak detection even when there is a great difference in
plitude between peaks. The threshold is set to 50% of
maximum in the case of closing and 70% in the case
opening.

6. Result of the algorithm

The algorithm returns the values of the fundamental f
quency and open quotient measured for the given frame
well as the estimated number of peaks (npeak) at closing
and opening (npeak51 for a single peak,npeak52 for a
double peak; ifnpeak.2, the peak is undefined!. This last
information will be taken into account in the experimen
results, as the measure of open quotient is only valid if
opening and closing peaks are precise and single.

C. Illustration

This correlation-based method is applied to the study
open quotient in singing in a companion paper~Henrich
et al., submitted!. Figure 13 illustrates the analysis of a su
tained vowel sung by a mezzosoprano in mechanism 1
doubling of the opening peak is detected betweent50.2 and
t50.65 s and betweent51.65 andt52 s ~‘‘o’’ marks !. The
second opening peaks, which have the greatest amplit
have been chosen for open quotient estimation in this c

FIG. 12. Method for the detection of double- or imprecise peaks in
DEGG signal by intercorrelation between the signal to be analyzed an
Gaussian comb.
rich et al.: On the use of the derivative of electroglottographic signals
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FIG. 13. Analysis of a sustained
vowel sung by the mezzosoprano MS
in mechanism 1, with f 05220 Hz
~A3!. The top panel presents the soun
spectrogram, the vocal intensity~I!
curve, and the open quotient measur
plotted against time. The measures r
lated to single-peak detection ar
marked with ‘‘* ’’ and the ones related
to double-peak detection are marke
with ‘‘o’’. In the latter case, the second
opening peak which has the maximum
amplitude has been chosen for th
measure of open quotient. The das
dot lines show the measures tha
would have resulted if the first open
ing peaks had been chosen~between
0.2 and 0.65 s and between 1.65 and
s!. The bottom panels~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and
~d! present the EGG and DEGG sig
nals on several periods at a given tim
th

s
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The open quotient values resulting from the choice of
first opening peaks are also plotted~broken lines!. In the case
of a double peak, the choice of one peak or another lead
markedly different values of the open quotient, the differen
ranging between 0.1 and 0.2 in this case. It is clear from
example that the open quotient cannot be accurately m
sured on a DEGG signal unless the closing and open
peaks are single and precise.

D. EGG, DEGG, and glottal-flow measurements
comparison

A comparison of the different methods for open quotie
measurement mentioned in Sec. III A has been conducte
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004 Henrich et
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a database of five male speakers provided by Childers~2000!
~subjects M01 to M05!. The open quotient was measured
the EGG or DEGG signal using the following four method
EGG thresholds at 50% and 35%, Howard’s method wit
threshold at 3/7, and the DECOM method. The open quot
was also estimated on the acoustic signal by a pit
synchronous covariant linear prediction method proposed
Ljungqvist ~1986!. The error criterion was minimized with
regard to the KLGLOTT88 glottal flow model~Klatt and
Klatt, 1990!.

Table II presents the results of the acoustic and elec
glottographic measurements for vowels@a#, @i#, and@u#. The
table on the left gives the mean open quotient values m
percent
h case, the
TABLE II. Comparison of five different methods for open quotient measurement, for 5 speakers~M01 to M05, Childers, 2000! and for the 3 vowels@a#, @i#,
and@u#: threshold methods based on the EGG signal~50% and 35%!, on a combination of EGG and DEGG signals~3/7!, on the DEGG signal~DECOM!, and
on the inverse-filtered glottal flow~gf!. The left table gives the mean value of open quotient in each case and the right table the mean difference in
between the open quotient measured on the EGG or DEGG signal and the open quotient measured on the inverse-filtered glottal flow. For eac
minimum difference is in bold.
1329al.: On the use of the derivative of electroglottographic signals
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sured with the five different methods; that on the right giv
the differences in percent between the measures using
troglottography and the measures conducted on the estim
glottal flow. Threshold methods~either 50% or 35%! show
variable differences compared with the ones made on glo
flow, ranging from 1% to 10%. The 35% method seems
yield better results. When the DEGG signal is taken in
account, the results are even more similar to the results
tained for the glottal flow. The differences range from 0.79
to 4.13% in the case of Howard’s method~3/7! and from
0.93% to 2.98% in the case of the DECOM method p
sented in this paper. As expected, the open quotient mea
ments using the DECOM method are, on average, in m
better agreement with the glottal-flow measurements t
most threshold-based methods for sustained phonation w
double pulsing is rejected.

These results confirm that there is a good corresp
dence between the open quotient measured on a glottal-
signal and that measured on an electroglottographic sig
The correspondence improves if the derivative of the E
signal is taken into account. The method developed
Howard gives good results. Yet, in the case of precise op
ing and closing peaks, the DECOM method seems more
propriate. It is envisioned, as a further improvement of EG
based open quotient measurement methods, to combine
DECOM method with Howard’s method when the peaks
double or imprecise.

IV. CONCLUSION

The use of the differentiated EGG signal to measure
open quotient has been controversial. Yet, little research
been devoted to characterizing this signal in terms of glo
opening and closing instants. One purpose of this paper
to describe the various features which can be observed in
signal by analyzing an extensive corpus of sung items
corded by 18 trained singers.

A DEGG signal presents strong and weak peaks wh
can accurately be related to the glottal closing and open
instants, respectively, in the case where these peaks
single and precise. A correlation-based algorithm, DECO
is proposed for measuring fundamental frequency and o
quotient using the DEGG signal rather than the EGG sig
The DECOM method is compared to threshold-based m
ods. It appears that open quotient measurements base
electroglottography are in better agreement with the m
surements based on inverse-filtered glottal flow if the DEG
signal is taken into account. The application of the DECO
method to the study of open quotient variations in singing
addressed in a companion paper~Henrichet al., submitted!.

Exploration of the database shows that the DEGG
present other typical features, such as a doubling of the o
ing or of the closing peaks. In these cases, the DEGG si
is not suitable for the purpose of open quotient measurem
but could still complement the EGG signal, as small chan
in vocal-fold contact are not easily noticeable on an EG
signal, whereas they appear much more clearly on a DE
signal. The DEGG signal may provide interesting clues
the detection of peculiar glottal configurations. Yet, the fe
tures that can be found on such a signal have to be cha
1330 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004 Hen
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terized with regard to vocal-fold physiology and glottal v
bratory movement. Comparison with high-spe
visualization would significantly advance the understand
of the characteristics of a DEGG signal and is the aim
continuing research. Further research could also be c
ducted on the possible auditory effect associated with dou
pulsing.
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APPENDIX: DEFINITION OF THE LARYNGEAL
MECHANISMS

Human vocal production is characterized by the use
four distinctive vocal-fold configurations which differ in re
spect to the length and thickness of the vocal folds and
muscular laryngeal tensions involved in the vocal proc
~Roubeau, 1993!. Evidence in support of this classification
provided by the noticeable transitions, which can for instan
be heard on a glissando and detected on an EGG si
~Henrichet al., 2003b!. Many different terms have been use
in the literature to describe these laryngeal configuratio
which leads to confusing terminology. So as to avoid t
confusion, which is related to the notion of register in sin
ing, and to bring out the differences between change in
glottis configuration~laryngeal mechanism! and adjustment
of the vocal tract~resonance register!, we have chosen to us
the term laryngeal mechanisminstead of register, and to
number laryngeal mechanisms, following Roubeau~1993!.

~1! mechanism 0, or M0, corresponds to the so-called ‘‘v
cal fry,’’ ‘‘pulse,’’ or ‘‘strohbass’’ register;

~2! mechanism 1, or M1, corresponds to the so-cal
‘‘chest’’ or ‘‘modal’’ register for male and female and
male ‘‘head’’ register;

~3! mechanism 2, or M2, corresponds to the so-called ‘‘f
setto’’ or ‘‘loft’’ male register and to the ‘‘head’’ female
register;

~4! mechanism 3, or M3, correponds to the so-cal
‘‘whistle,’’ ‘‘flageolet,’’ or ‘‘flute’’ register.

A rationale for explaining this terminology and it
choice in further detail is formulated in Henrichet al.
~2003b!.

In this paper, we focus on the two main larynge
mechanisms, M1 and M2, which are commonly used
speech and singing. In mechanism 1, the vocal folds
thick, leading to vertical phase differences in vibration,
rich et al.: On the use of the derivative of electroglottographic signals
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longer closing and opening phase as compared to mecha
2, where the vocal folds are thin and vibrate without a
vertical phase difference~Vennard, 1967!.

1For the purpose of this illustration, a datafile was kindly provided by a te
of the Department of Phoniatrics and Pediatric Audiology of the Univer
of Erlangen-Nuremberg~Germany!. It contains a 2-s-long recording o
high-speed images and the corresponding EGG signal in the case
nonpathological male phonation. This recording was made by J. Neub
M. Tigges, T. Wittenberg, and U. Eysholdt.
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